You no speak Americano original
#integration #discrimination #racism
The most big art exhibition on integration and racism
curated by Antonio Manfredi
Opening: Friday 14 April 2017 at 19
From April 14 2017 at 19.00, the Casoria Museum (CAM) presents the exhibition “You no speak Americano
original”, curated by Antonio Manfredi. The event gives voice to the will of the CAM museum in denouncing
discrimination, nationality, race, religion, age, sexual orientation etc. all through the language of art.
At a time when walls and barriers are set as boundaries of humanity, the CAM museum launches a call to
arms to artists from around the world to reaffirm the need for integration against racism. The appeal of CAM
and its volcanic director Antonio Manfredi is, as usual, provocative in style; in this case, through the use of the
Uncle Sam image with Donald Trump's face as a substitute. It is, in fact, the new President of the United
States who has made this famous symbol negative, all down to his discriminatory behaviour and the
restrictions he is trying to impose; it is exactly this that has inspired the ironic title of this unique art event.
“You no speak Americano original”, indeed, they do not speak "Americano original", but what is the original
language of a nation that was exclusively created as a result of immigration? What is the real relationship
between xenophobic laws, economics, political strategy and populism?
Stimulated by world news, which unfortunately provides many similar examples, artists from around the world
have sent in works related to the proposed theme, showing just how deeply discrimination scars relationships
and social development. The artistic remonstrations will remain on display at the CAM until 28 April 2017. On
the opening night there will be a performance by the group Concentric Circles (Luigi Castiello, Gianluigi
Capasso, Pasquale Benincasa) concentriccircles3io.bandcamp.com/.
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